
METAFORE METADATA WRITING AND QUALITY CONTROL

Keywords: Metadata Quality, Technical Debt, Agile Development Within the software development community, a
metaphor of "technical debt" has emerged Code written as a workaround of the limitations of an underlying application or
architecture. . 3 Applying a technical debt analysis to library metadata management.

Study and analysis of workflows, staff training, and resource allocation in technical services units in libraries
may also identify risk areas for incurring various types of metadata technical debt, such as metadata
management and resource discovery goals out of alignment, or communication breakdowns between
stakeholder groups. Kimball adds a third category, process metadata. Union catalogs and tools to expose deep
web content to search engines are discussed in this chapter. They also acknowledge the need to take an
expansive though not too expansive, as Li et al. The Dewey Decimal System employed by libraries for the
classification of library materials by subject is an early example of metadata usage. Note that to see the names
of all the assays, we use the plural assays accessor, and to retrieve a single assay entry as a matrix we use the
singular assay accessor, providing the name of the assay we wish to retrieve as above. Guy, Powell and Day
define metadata quality as "fitness for purpose," that is, "support[ing] the functional requirements of the
system it is designed to support. As soon as the metadata structures become outdated, so too is the access to
the referred data. More recent technical debt literature has attempted to apply the technical debt metaphor in
practice, building metrics for its ongoing measurement in both academic and practical contexts. Photographic
Metadata Standards are governed by organizations that develop the following standards. Examples of debts
taken on intentionally and unintentionally will be provided for each of the debt types. Main article: Data
virtualization Data virtualization has emerged in the s as the new software technology to complete the
virtualization "stack" in the enterprise. Metadata Harvesting Harvesting is the process of gathering metadata or
data from the Internet in order use it in a variety of ways. Librarians, museum documentation specialists, and
archivists are typically diligent, trained information professionals, and they are not usually dishonest, lazy, or
stupid. This standard also prescribes the details for a metadata registry, and for registering and administering
the information objects within a Metadata Registry. The underlying data model in the new system to which a
library is moving its cataloging activity may not exactly match the underlying data model of the old system,
causing metadata specialists to spend time determining how to match data properties across systems when
they are not represented the same way. Metadata is used in data virtualization servers which are enterprise
infrastructure components, alongside database and application servers. Dublin Core The Dublin Core
Metadata Element Set 15 is a set of fifteen elements that can be used to describe a wide variety of resources
for the purpose of cross-disciplinary and cross-system resource discovery. One measure of technical debt
Nugroho, Visser and Kuipers, focuses on what its authors term "repair effort," that is, a function of the lines of
code and the amount of time required to rebuild an application using a particular technology or framework.
This metric quantifies the quality of the code underlying an application, and assists developers in determining
whether reworking existing code or re-writing it entirely is the best strategy given an existing level of
technical debt within that application. The semantics or meaning must be specified for a particular domain or
community in order for computers to be able to make sense of the encoded metadata. Why do data standards
matter? Can commercial search engines continue to scale up their operations as both the amount of content on
the web and the number of users continue to grow? In particular, this is important for using functions that do
not return your SingleCellExperiment object. System requirements, in terms both of the library management
application and the resource discovery and retrieval needs of users. Figure 1A, orange box. Can the Search
Engines Keep Up? Most digital cameras write metadata about model number, shutter speed, etc. Build debt
Flaws in a software system, its build system, or in its build process that make it overly complex and difficult.
Many people are familiar with the concept of a library catalog as a simple tool used to help readers find the
books and other items they are seeking and to help librarians manage collections. Using the highly extensible
and robust framework of RDF, RDF schemas, and OWL ontologies, rich metadata descriptions of digital
resources can be created that draw on a theoretically unlimited set of semantic vocabularies. Metadata is
obtained by cataloguing resources such as books, periodicals, DVDs, web pages or digital images. Two
sub-types of administrative metadata are rights management metadata and preservation metadata. This is even
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truer now in light of large-scale digitization initiatives that have been undertaken by many knowledge
organizations, not to mention gigantic projects such as Google Books and the Internet Archive. One of the first
lessons learned from these early pilot projects was that the economics of cataloging web resources was very
different from the economics of cataloging books. Syntax[ edit ] Metadata metacontent syntax refers to the
rules created to structure the fields or elements of metadata metacontent. By accurately modeling the essential
attributes of the class of objects being described, metadata in aggregate can serve as a catalogâ€”a distillation
of the attributes of the particular collectionâ€”thereby becoming a useful tool for using and managing that
collection, be it a collection of books, other physical objects, or digital images or digital surrogates of books,
musical scores, visual materials, and so on. The semantics are specified by an RDF vocabulary, 21 which is a
knowledge representation or model of the metadata that unambiguously identifies what each individual
metadata element means and how it relates to the other elements in the domain. You may improve this article ,
discuss the issue on the talk page , or create a new article , as appropriate.


